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Welcome to the November Edition of the AANSW
newsletter Orbits.
It’s crazy that another year is
drawing to a close, with only two more meetings and the
Christmas Party to go before another year bites the dust.
This has been a pretty significant year though with the successful staging of the
fabulous 21st FAA International Conference by AANSW under the expert
guardianship of Conference Co-Convenors, Anita Ings and Chris Thomas. It
almost seems like yesterday, with Anita, Chris and the AANSW committee
gearing up for the big effort to come.
Where has 2016 gone?
AANSW’s
National Council representatives, Chris Thomas, Anita Ings, Kate Holden and
myself will soon be off to Brisbane in January for the FAA National Executive’s
annual meeting, and we’ll return with news of the 22nd FAA International
Conference in January 2018, only one year away!
Following the very successful book sale at the September meeting, we anticipate
further book offerings at AANSW meetings in the not too distant future. So a big
thank you to all members who supported the recent book sale, and any AANSW
members who would like to offload astrology or similar books in the future should
contact a committee member.
At the AANSW meeting on 8th October, we welcomed back Sydney-based
astrologer teacher, consultant and meditation teacher, Bob Hunter, who did a
marvelous review of the history and development of astrology in his presentation
entitled “The Essence within the Form”.
Bob weaved the threads that run
through astrological tradition, and contemplated the intrinsic quality of astrology
and the manifestation of astrology’s symbols in everyday life.
For more
background on Bob Hunter’s lecture, please refer to Gary’s write-up in the
Speaker’s Report. Thank you, Bob, for an absorbing and inspiring presentation.
Following Bob Hunter’s presentation, in the Astro Chat segment we reviewed the
Melbourne Cup and US Federal Election with lots of audience participation. The
outcome of the first “horse race” on 1st November is far from clear, with one of
the favourites, Hartnell, trounced by wonder mare Winx at the Cox Plate on 22nd
October by 8 lengths! And if polls are anything to go by, in the US “horse race”
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on 8th November, Hillary Clinton could also trounce Donald Trump by a similar
margin!
Any members who attended the Astro Chat segment at the October meeting, or
has read about the US Election in various AANSW President’s Reports over the
past year, may recall I have often commented on the brilliant numbers and
positive “opening of polls” synastry that Donald Trump has with the US Election
on 8th November 2016 [polls open at 7:00 am EST in Washington, District of
Columbia]. On the numbers side particularly, I have rarely seen such synergy
with USA’s birth chart, poll date and US presidency sought [45th].
The only
others of a similar ilk would be JFK’s personal number connection to the full US
birth chart and George W. Bush’s disputed win at the 7th November 2000
election, when the election date itself foretold that this was USA’s destiny,
whoever won!
Regardless of the current status of the US polls, the positive numbers and charts
are still out there for Donald Trump, more than for Hillary Clinton, and the (usedto-winning) Trump has claimed the polls are rigged against him by the media!
However, barring something quite extraordinary emerging in the next two weeks,
the odds and polls are heavily in favour of a resounding Clinton win on November
8th. Any objective observer would say Trump has trashed his own campaign,
despite all the positive numeric and planetary influences bestowed upon him!
Given the uncanny chart influences Trump still possesses [his numerology chart
has many parallels to USA in potential and in challenge, and his astrology chart
also has major synergies and challenges], this US election raises some perplexing
questions.
Can someone absolutely subvert their chart, perhaps their destiny, possibly a
nation’s destiny through ego and insensitivity?
It would seem so!
Or could
destiny take hold of events and carry Donald Trump over the finishing line,
regardless of his faults, irrespective of whom he insults, because he symbolises
an America that also needs reform [the 45th presidency should be focussed on
reform]?
Trump has certainly not followed the advice of his progressed
numerology for 2016, with a Personal Year of 20/2 suggesting sensitivity and
nurture, listening and tuning into inner guidance (pause for laughter)!
Despite significant advantages, the challenges he faced in the numerology
composite chart for the election [224] have certainly been centre stage (should I
say “in the lowlight” rather than “the limelight”), namely “issues with women”,
and issues around “safety and security”. The 224 challenge pattern can also
manifest as “criminal behaviour”, and this could emerge from either side of the
political fence, e.g. criminal offences, misuse of inside information, or even
rigged polls! All in all, it’s been a pretty unsavoury affair.
Hillary Clinton has waged a subtle war on Trump, especially in the TV debates,
where she cleverly diverted him away from her own “challenges” onto personality
issues that Trump seemed unable to drop, and then continued to tweet into the
wee small hours ! Clinton is in a Personal Year 18/9 which can indicate endings
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[9], but also has bold benevolent leadership potential, and connects well to the
goals of the election day [189] on 8th November 2016. She has maintained a
Scorpio stranglehold around the throat of the election [Ascendant] and doesn’t it
show! Hillary turned 69 on 26th October and her birthday chart [curiously the
same as first lady Michelle Obama’s from 17th January] lays out her learning
experiences for the year ahead.
For Hillary, it’s learning behind the scenes
about “being in a position of authority” and “wielding authority positively and
justly”, which could easily relate to learning on the presidential job!
We will likely not know the final result until it’s over, and even then, there could
be a legal challenge. Donald Trump has said he will challenge if he loses, and the
numerology chart for the opening of polls on 8th November 2016 has always
signaled the potential of a court battle [through 189 and 156 patterns signifying
Jupiter and Mars], as well as predicting the involvement of “over-the-top” egos !
Trump himself almost faced a legal challenge from within the Republican Party at
their July Convention.
One final check I did last week, following the Astro Chat on 8th October, was to
draw up composite numerology charts with the election date for the family and
supporters of both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. This technique proved very
successful in predicting the unexpected Brexit referendum result in the UK on
23rd June, with almost all the STAY advocates having weak composite charts,
apart from Theresa May (who ended up becoming PM !), and all the LEAVE
advocates having strong or “starring” charts, as Donald Trump does with 8th
November. The Trump team has always had the stronger numbers, and Clinton
team the weaker numbers not usually associated with winning, which is totally
out of kilter with the reality of the polls. Hillary’s composite chart looks more like
a best-selling author than a president!
For the US Election, the charts with family and supporters are less clear than for
Brexit, perhaps suggesting a closely contested outcome? Potential “first man”
Bill Clinton emerges with a chart reflecting on the ethics of relationships [123 and
178], which seems appropriate either inside or outside the White House! Chelsea
Clinton has excellent numbers for event coordination [382]; Michelle Obama
could be launched onto the global leadership scene [191]; and Tim Kaine’s wife
Anne Holton is a “star” with strong connections to USA’s national reform themes.
On balance, the Trump team’s charts may be more congruent with the event,
apart from stalwart, Rudi Juliani, who looks disappointed and engaged in soul
searching [797]; Melania Trump has professional, image conscious, model-like
numbers [461], Ivanka Trump is given a voice and gets lots of PR [358], Mike
Pence is given a voice and gets lots of PR [358], and the most surprising
numbers of all are for Trump’s two Capricorn sons, Donald jnr and Eric, both of
whom have strong winning numbers [898], great for business; or despite the
“sins of an errant father”, great for becoming part of a future Trump
administration ? We will have to wait and see.....
At our next AANSW meeting on 12th November, we are delighted to welcome
Melbourne-based astrologer Michele Finey, who will discuss in depth what it
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means to have a stationary planet in the birth chart, in her presentation entitled
“When Time Stands Still”. Michele Finey is a professional astrologer, researcher,
hypnotherapist, writer and artist, and you can find out more about Michele in the
Events Section of Orbits and on AANSW’s website. We are very fortunate Michele
will present both parts of the monthly meeting.
In November, the AANSW affiliated Southern Astrologers Group led by Chris
Thomas and Gary Curci are holding their monthly meeting in Wollongong on
Saturday 26th November. Southern Highlands-based astrologer, writer, artist
and performer Jane Ahlquist will give a presentation on “Neptune & Other
Values”, and the astrologers group will also hold their Christmas Party.
Come along to meet with like-minded people at Drummoyne on Saturday 12th
November or to the South Coast on 26th November. The venue in Drummoyne
is the Drummoyne Community Centre, 10 Cometrowe Street, Drummoyne and
doors open at 1:15 p.m. on the 2nd Saturday of the month (except Jan). The
South Coast meetings are at Wollongong Library on the 4th Saturday of the
month (except Dec and Jan) and for meeting times and other details please refer
to the newsletter and the AANSW website.
You don’t need to be a member of AANSW to attend our meetings, everyone is
welcome.

Dr Neil Hair
President

US$30 per lecture for registrations up to the 17th November
http://www.astrologyconference.org/
Congratulations to our lucky AANSW Member, Sid Dhiman, the winner of
the BDTD4 Conference Scholarship.
Congratulations Sid, it pays to read your newsletter!
A word about BDTB4…
I am getting excited as the Breaking Down The Borders 4 Conference approaches – and
this will be the 4th time I will be attending the on-line conference.
I was lucky enough to be granted some free lectures to attend the first time – I ended
up enrolling in 4 more as the conference progressed as it was so easy and so much more
interactive than I imagined.
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Do not be afraid of the technology – I am not really a child of technology – I took my
phone in to the apple store just before my holiday for some help and they basically told
me it was vintage! It is not hard to participate even if you do not feel computer savvy.
1. Register on line – this is just like registering on a web site or making any on-line
purchase. You just need your email address and a password.
2. Down load the Go-To-Meetings format – this link is one the Breaking Down the
Boarders website – and install – this is as easy as registering with good
instructions. If you are a mac user, I recommend downloading first to see if you
can use the software (I do know that you have to Snow Leopard or higher)
3. On the days of the conference login to the lecture with your email address and
password.
It is that easy. If you have headphones and microphone set – that can be handy to
have – otherwise you can interact with the key board – typing messages or questions
like on-line messaging of texting.
There is time to talk to people before the recordings of the lectures commence, and they
have a chat room where you can see the names of people attending and can chat
amongst lectures and attendees – these were more fun than I thought they would be as
well.
And the big present at the end is you receive via email the link to the recording which is
the lecture and the screen information in a file size to review– so you do not miss
anything.
The selection this year was really difficult for me – the organising team has got together
diverse topics and speakers – because you do receive a the recordings that you enrol in
you can attend one lecture and have the complete lecture sent of the one you may not
be able to attend – discovering this made choosing in the last 3 conferences a little bit
easier – I was not missing out!!
It is also an opportunity to hear some wonderful speakers with well-presented and
interesting material. I have only attended 1 lecture out of about 60 in this conference
format that I was disappointed with – the number where I have gone away and done
further investigation with the material is significantly more. I encourage you to give this
medium a try – there is still the place for the face to face conference but this is great
alternative for people who cannot travel easily, or where timing is a problem – give it a
go it opens up a whole new world.

Kate Holden, Secretary

From the Editor’s desk… Happy Halloween Everyone! Welcome to the
Halloween Edition of Orbits. Your opinions and comments on any
speakers we have presented, articles we are publishing, workshops we
have presented and will be presenting in the future. Any feedback
would be appreciated. For any enquiries, advertising, submissions or
alterations relating to Orbits please email Chris crstina1@bigpond.net.au
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Drummoyne Meeting: Concession Members $7, Members $10 and Guests $15
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AANSW presents…
12th November 2016

Michele Finey
When Time Stands Still
What does it mean to have a stationary planet in one’s chart? Are they weak or
strong? What is the difference between stationary retrograde and stationary
direct and how can we spot the difference? What orb should we apply to
stationary planets and what about the so-called shadow period? Just how should
we interpret these motionless planets that appear to be changing course?
In this presentation we will simplify celestial mechanics and explore the
phenomenon of stationary planets. Michele Finey will present her recent research
including examples of well-known people and events.
Michele Finey is a professional astrologer, hypnotherapist,
writer and artist based in Melbourne, Australia. She is the
author of Solar Fire’s Health and Wellbeing Report and two
books, Secrets of the Zodiac (2009) and The Sacred Dance of
Venus and Mars (2012). Over the years Michele has
contributed material to many publications including The
Mountain Astrologer and the NCGR Journal. She has presented
her work across Australia, in the US and via webinar. Michele
publishes a comprehensive annual astrology calendar and has
recently become more actively involved in arts and crafts, producing a unique
range of astrology designs. Website; www.celestialinsight.com.au

ATTENTION TEACHERS!!
Members who are teaching and promoting the FAA Syllabus are entitled
to one free advertisement per year in the Orbits newsletter!
Please email copy to Chris in MS Word format

crstina1@bigpond.net.au
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AANSW Speaker’s Report

- Bob Hunter –
“The Essence Within The Form”

Our speaker for October was Bob Hunter whose presentation was based on
the search for the common threads of astrology’s many techniques and
systems. Bob mentioned two books that were the basis of his research, “The
Moment within Astrology” by Geoffrey Cornelius and “The Master and his
Emissary” by Ian MacGilchrist.
Ancient man’s observation of the night sky is where Astrology began, firstly in
noticing the cycles of the Moon and Sun, and then by “joining the dots” of the
stars that make up the constellations either side of the Sun’s ecliptic path. We
do not have a definitive date as to when these revelations occurred but we
know that there are ancient records as far as 5,000 BCE. We are also unaware
of the dates when the constellations were given names or “form” but a
mythology was established of how say, Taurus the bull was placed in the
heavens, or Sagittarius, or Leo. We only know that the 12 signs of the zodiac
were recognised and passed down through generations with their
interpretations and perhaps not until the extensive writings of Ptolemy were
tables, dignities and exaltations established. We are aware that various
philosophers commented on their use or beliefs in Astrology because their
writings still exist. Bob made reference to Plato and Aristotle who are still held
in high regard today.
We fast forward to William Lilly (1602-1681) the famous Horary astrologer
where astrology in the West possibly reached its zenith. Under the rulers
Charles I and II he predicted the Great Fire of London and even issued dire
warnings to Charles I (who was usurped and beheaded), but possibly the most
famous example of his horary work was the “Lost fish” chart for 20/2/1638,
9am Hersham, England. Lilly purchased a fish that was never delivered. His
interpretation of the chart was such that he made enquiries about a stocky,
fair-haired man who had just moved house and was hiding the fish below
deck. He was successful in finding the culprit who confessed to the crime!
We move forward again to Alan Leo (1860-1917 real name William Fredrick
Alan). During his lifetime the Industrial Revolution (and therefore Science)
was at the forefront and although he wrote many astrology books (still in print
today) and was the proprietor of a popular magazine called Modern Astrology,
he was prosecuted twice for “fortune-telling”. He was acquitted on the first
trial but found guilty on the second and incurred a heavy fine in July 1917 and
died soon after. By 1975 Astrology had reached a low ebb and a book called
“Objections to Astrology” was published with 192 scientists disavowing
Astrology although none of them had ever studied Astrology.
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Bob does not believe Astrology is a science but rather a language that
everyone can relate to. Geoffrey Cornelius calls it metaphoric, poetic and
“plutonic”. The constellations are a series of stars which we have given a
pattern ie. the stars of Scorpio resemble the insect yet we embody the traits
to someone born in its sign as “Scorpionic”.
This in turn is linked to the human brain and two ways of seeing the world.
The right side is sustained, broad, open, aware and vigilant. It is our bond
with others, empathy, understanding metaphor, and
emotional response. The left is narrow, sharp,
focussed, with attention to detail. It is motive, it
outwits and deceives, manipulates, can be abstract
and yielding. In summing up Bob said just as
astrology is looking at glyphs, angles and houses and
putting it into form, it is another way of paying
attention to the world!

Gary Curci, Vice President
Thanks Gary, a great report. Most appreciated, especially for those who were
unable to attend the meeting. Cheers, Chris 

AANSW Tape & CD Library
CD’s from the 2014 Tasmania Conference are available for
borrowing by Members!
Check these out at the next meeting…
Borrowing Cost $4 each or 4 CDs for $10.
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Wednesday 2nd November

Molly Talbot
The Nodes and the Journey of your Soul
The SARS (Sydney Astrological Research Society) AGM will be held on
Wednesday the 5th October at 6:45pm at the Sydney Mechanics School of Arts
(SMSA) - 280 Pitt Street, Sydney. The AGM is for Financial Members of the
Society. Please find attached the AGM Notice as well as a Nomination Form. All
committee positions are declared vacant and we welcome nominations from
members.
Come on a journey through your chart and discover how the transiting node to
your angles triggers critical moments and events in your life which are linked to
the unfolding story of your soul’s path. The transiting node travels in a
retrograde motion around the chart in the opposite direction to the planets. As it
touches the angles it awakens something deep inside you bringing a shift in your
consciousness and connecting you more with your spiritual path rather than your
journey in the outer world.
For over 30 years Molly has lived with her twin passions of astrology and tarot
and watched them working in her own life and the lives of others. Molly is an
insightful practitioner whose long experience as a reader, writer and teacher
enhances the depth and quality of her work. Her philosophy is that learning
should be fun and students enjoy her ability to break
down a complex subject into simple steps.
My is a professional member of both the Association of
Professional Astrologers and the Tarot Guild of Australia
and has taught astrology and tarot since 1998. She also
holds a Level One certificate with Steven Forrest in
evolutionary astrology and is a regular contributor to the
annual Astrology Wellbeing magazine. Her vision is to
introduce the value of Astrology and Tarot to as many
people as possible. Website; www.mollytalbot.com.au
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Friday 2nd December
SARS Christmas Party
SARS Xmas party is going to be on Friday the 2nd December from 6:30pm at
the Edinburgh Hotel on Pitt St - on the corner near SMSA. Look forward to
seeing you there.
The AGM was held on the 5th October and we welcome back the lovely Cheryl
Dennewald as our President, Yatin Kotwal is now stepped up to the Vice President
role - (Anne has retired from the committee after many wonderful years) - Chris
Youssef is our Treasurer and myself, Robyn Lee, continues as Secretary and we
have 2 'new' committee members, Ben Haynes and Bob Hunter. Gregory Clare
continues as our 'consultant on all things SARS'.

Please join us for an interesting interactive evening of lively astrology.
All welcome.

Tea and coffee available from 7:00 pm
SARS Meetings held

1st Floor of Sydney Mechanics School of Arts, 280 Pitt St – Sydney NSW
Entry is $12 for non –member
Contact: admin@sydneyastrology.org for more information

Moving House?? Changing Addresses?? New phone number??
New email address??

Please let us know your new address so we can keep our membership records up to date for
FAA Journals and Newsletters
If you have updated your email address or postal address please let us know so we have the
correct details on member records. To notify postal and email address changes please email
Chris: crstina1@bigpond.net.au or write to PO Box 253, Guildford NSW 2161
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South Coast Astrology Group
Saturday, 26th November 2016

Jane Ahlquist
U & Other Values
Neptune is perhaps the most elusive and the most enchanting
of planets. In this presentation, Jane will help us discover
that the core of our difficulties with Neptune arise not only
from our individual responses but also from the very nature
of our cultural context.
We will learn about the “Other Values”, those that are
demoted or misunderstood in the West - values that
can only be disclosed via a path of sacrifice and
betrayal.
There will be samplings of the evolved and the
unevolved natal Neptune and of the lasting emotional
and spiritual legacy of a strong Neptune transit.
Participants are encouraged to bring along their own
natal charts as it is anticipated that there will be time to
discuss Neptune aspects to the personal planets.
Jane Ahlquist has been a practising astrologer for over 35 years. Jane has
lectured on astrology and related topics and she pioneered workshops on
women’s spirituality in Sydney in the 1980s. In
her “other life” Jane has adapted a number of
traditional tales for theatre, in which she has
utilized
her
understanding
of
astrological
symbolism. She lives, with her kelpie dog Ruby,
in the tiny town of Majors Creek, N.S.W., where
she also paints, plays the violin and competes
with the wallabies over ownership of the vege
patch.
Jane is the author of the book
“ASTROLOGY: history and purpose”, plus a number of plays. She can be
contacted at: artandspirit@antmail.com.au.
Jane tells me the year Neptune was sighted Christmas cards
were first sent. I’m looking forward to your talk Jane. As it is
our Christmas party that day and I’m looking forward to a few
other Neptune niceties. Cheers, Chris 
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A Merry Christmas Message from Chris & Gary

We would like to thank Jenny Davey
who has catered for our South Coast
Astrology meetings for about three
years now. We really appreciate
your efforts Jenny to ensure that we
have been well feed at each meeting!
You are invited to join us for our end of year celebrations.
Once again, we finish the year with a festive feast provided by
our Astrological cooking wiz, Nadia Marcinowski.
Make sure you wear something festive
and RSVP to Chris on 0410 565 954
for catering purposes.
Chris 

Gary 

We wish you and your families a very safe, restful and happy Christmas & New
Year. We would like to thank our many speakers who made the trek all the way
down to “The Gong”. We love your work! See you all in 2017… how time flies when
you are having fun!
Venue:
Where:

Time:
Cost:

The “Tom Thumb” Room
Wollongong City Library
41 Burelli St, Wollongong
Parking at rear of Library
(Entrance via Stewart St)
1.00pm – 4.00pm
$10.00
See you in again in February 2017

Questions – Contact Chris Thomas 0410 565 954 / Gary Curci 0416 173 824
Email: crstina1@bigpond.net.au
This Group enjoys the full support of the AANSW Committee
ALL WELCOME
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South Coast Speaker’s Report
Yatin Kotwal
- The Nodes & Your Soul’s Journey –

-

By Marcel Van Wijk

-

Our speaker for October was Yatin Kowal, who presented his talk on the Moons
Nodes – The Karmic Nodal Axis.
“The nodal axis defines the evolutionary path of consciousness and the
purpose of our incarnation”.
Yatin began by explaining the astronomical definition of the lunar nodes as being
a mathematical point, (a sensitive point) where the orbit of the moon crosses the
ecliptic, (i.e. the suns path).

Yatin also explained that the earth is at an optimal distance from the sun and the
moon being at an optimal distance from the earth, where both luminaries appear
to be of the same size.
Eclipses occur when the new moon or full moon occurs near the node.
(A solar eclipse may occur when there is a new moon within 17025’ of a node.
A lunar eclipse may occur when there is a full moon within 11038’ of a node.)
An eclipse duration in minutes can reflect the astrological influence and effect in
years, (i.e. an eclipse duration of 3 min 30sec = 3 and a half year effect over the
sensitive degree in the chart).
In Vedic Astrology, Rahu and Ketu are the Sanskrit names given for the north
and south nodes of the moon respectively
Yatin explained the fascinating Hindu mythological story of Rahu and Ketu.
14
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The following text was lifted from the web,
(http://www.pantheon.org/areas/folklore/folktales/articles/rahu.html),
which similarly describes the story Yatin presented.
“Long ago there was a great war between the Asuras (demons) and Devatas
(gods). The Devatas were routed in the war and they went to Lord Brahma to
seek his help. Brahma told them to churn the ocean. As a result they would be
able to obtain Amrit (nectar) which would make them immortal and all powerful
and after consuming it they would be able to defeat the Asuras. Churning the
ocean was a very big job and so the Devatas sought the help of the Asuras. The
king of the serpents Vasuki was to become the rope, while a hill named
Mandrachal offered to become the pivot. Lord Vishnu, in the form of a tortoise,
became the base and the churning process began.
The Devatas held the tail of Vasuki and the Asuras held the head. Various things
came out, during this churning of the ocean. There was a pot of Vish (poison)
which created havoc in all the three worlds. Lord Shiva drank the poison to save
the world, but he did not let the poison go beyond his neck which became blue in
colour. That is why Lord Shiva is also called 'NeelKant' ("one with a blue neck").
At last Dhanvantari came out with a pot of Amrit and immediately there was a
mad scramble for it among the Devatas and Asuras. Seeing this, Lord Vishnu
took the form of Mohini (a beautiful dancer) and offered her services in
distributing the Amrit equally to both the Asuras and Devatas. She made both of
them sit in two different rows but she gave the Amrit to the Devatas only.
Towards the end, one of the Asuras saw through her trick. He went and sat
among the Devatas and drank the Amrit. The moment Chandra (Moon) and
Surya (Sun), who were sitting beside him, saw that he was a Asura, they
informed Mohini. Lord Vishnu came in his real form and let out the Sudarshan
Chakra (wheel) at the Asura. The Asura's neck was separated from the body, but
he did not die as he had drunk the Amrit. His head was called 'Rahu' and his
torso 'Ketu'. According to legend, Rahu and Ketu swallowed the moon and sun to
have their revenge, causing an eclipse.”
Yatin also listed some key meanings for the nodes:
Rahu:

Desires, direction, where you’re headed, exploration to gain
understanding, amplifies thinking, intellect, head, devouring and
eating, always hungry, materialism.

Ketu:

Internalises, spiritual body, familiar territory, and where you are
comfortable

Rahu is a reflector, or an upturned bucket, and new karma we generate.
Ketu is receptor or collector, (upright bucket), and is pending karma we carry.
Rahu – Ketu axis is link between material and cosmic wisdom and it’s about
arriving at a balance of truth and life.
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In the Vedic chart, look at the dispositors of Rahu and Ketu, and if favourably
placed, the life unfolds quite easily. The dispositors of the nodes are karmic
control planets and their houses play a major role in one’s life.
Yatin discussed and listed Rahu through the houses natally and presented a list
of key words for Rahu for the house transits. He also talked about Bhrigu Bindu,
the mid-point between natal Rahu and the natal moon. This sensitive point is the
point of destiny or purpose of the soul.
Yatin finished his presentation with a look at the Vedic charts of Albert Einstein,
Leonardo Dicaprio and Halle Berry. He examined each chart using a Dasha
system, (a system of timing), and used the transiting planets and nodes to
review major events that occurred in the respective charts. In the case of
Einstein the nodes were triggered upon his receipt of the Nobel prize in 1944.
Thankyou Yatin for an interesting and informative presentation on the Karmic
Nodal Axis and your insights into Vedic Astrology.

Marcel Van Wijk,
Committee Member
Thanks Marcel, what an extensive report and thanks for offering to be a regular
contributor of Orbits with your South Coast report. Cheers, Chris 

AANSW Speakers
Booked & Confirmed 2016/17
10th December – AANSW Christmas Party & Glorija Lawrence
11th February 2017 – Dr Neil Hair
11th March 2017 – TBA
**********************

South Coast Astrology Group
Speakers Booked & Confirmed 2017
25th February – TBA
25th March – TBA
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AANSW 2015-16 Committee
Executive Committee
*Dr Neil Hair
Gary Curci
*Anita Ings
*Kate Holden

President
Vice President/
Treasurer/
Public Officer
Secretary

neilix@optusnet.com.au
garyj58@hotmial.com
jonita11@bigpond.net.au

Committee
Committee
Committee
Newsletter Editor /
Committee /
Web Mistress

anncyleung@gmail.com
viv.viv99@yahoo.com.au
vanwijk1@optusnet.com.au

kt.k8.holden@gmail.com

PH: 02 9451 5752
M: 0416 173 824
PH: 02 9681 6992
M: 0487 873 032
M: 0406 110 773

Committee
Anne Leung
Vivian Huang
Marcel Van Wijk
*Christina Thomas

crstina1@bigpond.net.au

M: 0410 565 954

* National Council Representatives *
Anita Ings, Dr Neil Hair, Christina Thomas, Kate Holden

AANSW SYDNEY
Meetings - Where: Drummoyne Community Centre 10 Cometrowe Street,
Drummoyne
When: 2nd Saturday of the month (except January) 1:15pm-4:30pm
Correspondence: PO Box 253, Guildford NSW 2161
AANSW is a non-profit organization whose aim is to promote and further interest in
Astrology in NSW
The views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the editor
or the general membership.
The editor reserves the right to edit article submissions before publication. This Newsletter
is published 11 times a year February – December.

Copyright  2016 AANSW Inc.
Editor: Chris Thomas
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Membership Fees Renewal Form 2017
Full membership One year = $70.00 Joint Membership One year = $105.00
Concession: One year = $50.00 please provide proof eg. Centrelink card
Enquiries or direct credit details: Anita Ings, AANSW Treasurer jonita11@bigpond.net.au

Please make cheques/ money orders payable
To The Astrology Association of NSW Inc
And post to PO Box 253 GUILDFORD NSW 2161
Name: ________________________________________________
Postal Address: __________________________________________
____________________________________ Postcode: __________
Telephone: __________________

Alternate: _________________

Email Address: ___________________________________________
(Please print clearly & use correct upper /lower case)
Date of birth (optional): __________ Time: ________ Place: ______________
I have a general interest in astrology
I am an astrology student
I have a FAA Basic Certificate
I have passed the following FAA Examinations (Please tick)
Calculation
Interpretation
Dynamic
Advanced
I have a FAA Diploma (previously the FAA Practitioner’s Certificate)
I have a FAA Advanced Diploma (previously the FAA Diploma)
I would like to receive the journal electronically
I have other Astrological qualifications which are: ______________________________
Credit Card payment of membership fees MasterCard
Card: _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _/ _ _ _ _/

OR

Expiry date:

Visa

(circle)

_ _ /_ _

Amount to be charged: __ __ ___ (fees above)
I have read and agree to abide by the Federation of Australian Astrologers (FAA) Code of Ethics
Signed: ………………………………………………

Date…………………

The FAA Code of Ethics can be found in each FAA Journal or on the FAA website www.faainc.org.au
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This month’s Media watch with…

Liz Stevula

As we approach Halloween…
Is Ophiucus the lucky 13th sign of the Zodiac or
NOT…???
Published: Wednesday, 27 July 2016

The signs of the zodiac are the star constellations the Sun and planets appear to travel through
during the course of one year. This relatively thin path that the planets follow is called the
'Ecliptic.'

We

know

now

that

it

is

the Earth that revolves around the Sun, but
what is important is that everything and
everyone is essentially at the centre of their
own universe and everything else is seen
from their own individual perspective.

The First point of Aries
Some say that there should be a 13th sign
because the planets pass through the
constellation 'Ophiucus' (The Serpent Bearer) which lies between the constellations of Scorpio
and Sagittarius. There are a number of reasons to discount adding another Sun sign to the original
twelve. The Sun signs are formulated according to the seasons and not to the actual position of
the Sun and planets in the sky. In the Northern hemisphere after about the 21st March (Spring or
Vernal Equinox), due to the tilt of the Earth's axis in relation to its path around the Sun, the days
become longer than the nights. This point (the first day of Spring when night equals day) is called
'The First point of Aries. However, due to a slight wobble of the earth's axis, there is a 26,000 year
cycle where this point slowly moves backwards in the night sky transcribing a circle.

The Age of Aquarius
Roughly around 600BC the first point of Aries on March 21st corresponded with the apparent entry
of the Sun into the Aries constellation. Now, in the 21st century, on the 21st March, the Sun is
actually at the beginning of the constellation of Pisces and very slowly approaching Aquarius.
Hence we are said to be entering the 'Age of Aquarius'. This is significant, as for the past 2,000
years we have been in the age of Pisces and that sign represents devotion, sacrifice, absolute
faith and idealism which have been fundamental components of the rise of the global belief
systems of worship, particularly Christianity (note one of the symbols used for Jesus was the
Fishes (Pisces). Aquarius is a sign more akin to rational analysis and scientific discovery which
could account for the present conflict between rational thinking and devotional practice at this time
of transition.
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The 12 constellations do not fit
Some Scientists adamantly proclaim that God is now dead as if science has become the new
deity.

Perhaps

a

balance

will

be

found

incorporating

the

two

principles. Ancient

Astronomer/Astrologers who devised our system of calculation were well aware of this
'precession'. The 12 constellations do not neatly fit next to each other. There are no clearly defined
boundaries in the sky and some constellations are larger than others. The circle of
the zodiac revealed by the myths and legends associated with each of the 12 signs are symbols
of the seasons of life and the life-cycle of man. They tell a story which starts in the spring with
Aries which is the sign of new beginnings, initiation and courage. A new life is born and there is the
flush of new growth in nature. The next sign is Taurus, a sign associated with the physical senses
and stability. In nature the new growth sets down firmer roots and the senses are stimulated by
new sounds, textures, sights and colours. In life, the new born child begins to explore the world
around it and itself through its senses. In Gemini we experience the diversity of nature as it
spreads itself across the land. In life the newborn realises that it can communicate with this outside
world initially just through cries, but the doors are opened for knowledge.
This story of the seasons and life continues right through to Pisces where in nature we are at a
time of year when there is sometimes the promise of new light and warmth, but sometimes we are
cast back into the depths of winter. Fragile new growth appears like magic from the desolation of
the land and there is a feeling of awe and humility of life's greater powers. In life we reach the end
and an acceptance of what has been and what will be and a returning to the 'womb of life.'

The number 12 is significant
The 12 signs contain within them all possible aspects of life, nature and man’s nature. We each
have our Sun in a particular zodiac sign and that sign is integral to our soul’s path. However,
our Birth Charts contain all twelve signs and somewhere in our lives we will show the qualities of
each of the twelve signs. The number 12 is also significant. There are the 4 elements of Fire,
Earth, Air and Water. These are the basic necessities of all life. Within each of these elements
there is a Cardinal (active) phase, a Fixed (stabilising) phase and a Mutable (changeable) phase.
The beginning of each season starts with a Cardinal phase, Aries for Spring, Cancer for Summer,
Libra for Autumn and Capricorn for Winter.

The return of fixed stars in interpretations
Chinese Astrology developed independently from our Western Astrology and although its
system is based on years rather than the 12 months of the year, it also uses 12 animal signs. The
12 signs of the Zodiac are not randomly collated constellations. They tell a continuous cyclic story.
If the constellation 'Ophiucus' was included in the zodiac then the others should have to be
considered. The head of 'Cetus' (the whale, sea monster) rises into the ecliptic between the
constellations of Taurus and Gemini. The club held by 'Orion' (The Hunter) also touches on the
ecliptic. Having said all of this the ancient astrologers did place great importance on the major
stars in these other constellations and others in our night skies. The whole sky is rich in myth and
meaning. More Astrologers nowadays are bringing back the fixed stars into their interpretations
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but generally they are used as an additional material which provides an even deeper meaning to
the traditional horoscope. One of these fixed stars is 'Ras- Alhague' (in the constellation Ophiucus)
which symbolises a healer and teacher with wisdom. An individual does not need to have their Sun
at the end of Sagittarius for this star to be influential for them. If this star is connected to persona
planets then there can be an association with healing and wisdom in some way.
So, although we can safely conclude that 'Ophiucus' should not be a 13th sign, we may see more
prominent people coming under the influence of its symbolism.
Retrived: 27th October 2016 @ 1.49pm
http://www.patrickarundell.com/celestial-bodies/ophiucus-the-13th-sign-of-thezodiac#.WBFpKfl97IU

So what do you think??? Write to the Editor and share your thoughts with us.
Thanks Liz for your submissions.
Happy Halloween Everyone,

Christina Stargazer

MEDIA WATCH
If you notice something of interest in the
media with an Astrological theme, why not
be like our Media Girl, Liz and send it in.
All items submitted must relate to
Astrology.
Please send your email to
crstina1@bigpond.net.au
(Please include all credits for the article/story)
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Meet Your Committee As A Group Composite
The AANSW AGM was held at Drummoyne on
Saturday, 10th September 2016
The following members were elected to the Committee:President: Dr Neil Hair*
Vice President: Gary Curci
Public Officer / Secretary: Kate Holden*
Treasurer: Anita Ings*
Newsletter Editor & Webmistress: Chris Thomas*
Environmental Officer &
Newsletter Proof Reader: Marcel Van Wijk
Facebook Administrators: Vivian Huang & Ann Leung
*Indicates National Council Representatives
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